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A B S T R A C T

Interest in multitasking has risen substantially over the past decade,
both in the scientiﬁc community and the population at large. Largescale surveys show that multitasking has not only become ubiquitous
among adults, but is also increasingly invading the lives of young
children. New technological devices promote multitasking allowing for the consumption of multiple types of media at the same time.
And while some have argued that such multitasking represents a
potential boon to productivity, others have suggested that the
growing habit of media multitasking may have adverse effects.
To shed light on these pressing issues, we ﬁrst review our present
understanding of multitasking and the possibility of training individuals to more swiftly multitask in the laboratory setting. We then
highlight the varieties of media use and how they may differ in terms
of multitasking needs, to ﬁnally turn to research documenting the
impact of selected media use on multitasking.
© 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Over the past decade, advances in technology have dramatically increased the ease of multitasking. On a single device, one can simultaneously examine multiple web browser windows, monitor the
current weather and news, have a text conversation, and listen to music. Here we examine the
scientiﬁc literature surrounding the impact of new media and their use on multitasking abilities. As
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we will see – although it is clear that multitasking is a process that can be altered via experience, it
is not always trivial to make an a priori prediction about whether a given type of interaction with
technology will have an effect on multitasking ability and if so, what the direction will be – that is
whether it will be beneﬁcial or harmful. Before considering the impact of technology use on multitasking abilities though, it is worth brieﬂy discussing what it means for a human to multitask and
how researchers have gone about showing that this behavior is indeed plastic.
The term multitasking, as we use it today, has its roots in computer science where it refers to using
a single processing unit to perform multiple tasks in the same time period. Because, in actuality, a
single CPU can only execute instructions for a single task at a time, ‘multitasking’ is achieved by having
the single CPU switch rapidly back and forth between the various tasks. This stands in contrast with
‘multiprocessing’ – wherein a computer contains multiple processing units and thus task instructions can truly be executed in parallel by having the tasks dispatched to their own individual CPUs.
In human beings there appears to be analogs of both types of processing. For instance, it has been
suggested that early analysis of perceptual stimuli can progress at least roughly in parallel up to a certain
stage, both within a single modality (e.g., the analysis of visual stimuli across space) and across modalities (e.g., the analysis of the visual and auditory features of an object; for a review see Nassi &
Callaway, 2009). However, more “executive” aspects of tasks – such as decision-making or response
selection – appear to use a common core and thus are more consistent with ‘multitasking’ whereby
tasks progress through a common bottleneck either in a serial fashion or are switched rapidly between
(for a review, see Pashler, 2000). A bottleneck of this type can be seen even when individuals attempt
to perform two seemingly trivial tasks “simultaneously.” For instance, in what is perhaps the seminal
paper in this ﬁeld, Telford (1931) simply had subjects press a key whenever a tone occurred. Although this is an ostensibly effortless task, it was nonetheless found that as the interval between
successive tones was decreased, reaction time (RT) to the second tone in a pair increased. The increase in RT that occurred when stimuli were presented close in time was thought to reﬂect the fact
that as the interval was reduced, at some point it became the case that some aspect of the system
was still “working on” Tone 1 when Tone 2 appeared (it is worth noting though that the total time to
complete the Tone1+Tone2 task was still shorter than the time to complete Tone 1 alone plus Tone 2
alone indicating that some aspects of the task were indeed processed in parallel). This effect was dubbed
the “psychological refractory period” (PRP) and the same basic effect has been seen in hundreds of
experiments using different stimuli and motor effectors (Pashler, 2000). For example, the PRP is still
found even if one response is manual and the other is an eye movement (Pashler, Carrier, & Hoffman,
1993) or if one response is manual and the other is vocal (Pashler, 1990).
A related literature on “task-switching” has shown a similar cost as has been seen in the multitasking literature. The “switch-cost” though occurs when subjects are asked to alternate between two
different tasks, rather than when they are asked to perform two tasks (which can be the same base
task) simultaneously. For instance, a standard task-switching task might involve showing subjects, on
each trial, a number and a letter placed side by side (see Fig. 1). On some trials the subjects are cued
to perform the letter task – i.e., to indicate whether the letter that is displayed is a vowel or a consonant – while on other trials they are cued to perform the number task – i.e., to indicate whether
the number that is displayed is even or odd. The tasks are pseudorandomly ordered such that the subjects may perform the same task on consecutive, or several consecutive trials, before switching to the
other task. In such a paradigm, reaction times on switch trials – those where the participant switches
to a new task – are substantially longer than non-switch (i.e., repeat) trials – where the subject performs the same task as they did on the previous trial. This basic result has been seen in hundreds of
studies utilizing different tasks, stimuli, and response methods, even when including different response effectors for the two tasks (for a review, see Monsell, 2003). Similar effects are observed across
all age ranges (58 months up to older adults; e.g., Dibbets & Jolles, 2006), although studies of the developmental trajectory of these costs remain relatively scarce.
Although historically the literature surrounding dual-tasking has been somewhat distinct from
the literature on task-switching, over the past decade or so both the task-switching cost and the
dual-task cost have been framed as representing a general deﬁciency in the ability to simultaneously maintain multiple distinct task-sets, and will thus be covered together within this review of
multitasking.
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Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of a typical task-switching experiment. Subjects are asked to ﬁxate a central cross. A cue indicates which task
to perform on the current trial n (in the example above, NUMBER indicates that the digit portion of the stimulus should be classiﬁed as even/odd; the alternative task cue LETTER would have prompted a classiﬁcation of the letter portion of the stimulus in terms
of vowel/consonant). Shortly after the task cue onset, the to-be classiﬁed stimulus is displayed (correct answer in this example: odd).
(b) Illustration of mixing and switching costs. The left panel represents the hypothetical performance (response times and/or error
rates) when performing a task in isolation whereas the middle panel shows hypothetical data for when that same task is embedded in a task-switching design. Comparing the mean performance in the single task condition with the average performance to that
same task in the task-switching condition is referred to as “mixing cost”. The “switching cost” is measured within the taskswitching condition. It is the difference in performance when comparing switch-trials with repeat-trials.

Training multitasking
Multitasking abilities – or perhaps more appropriately, inabilities – are not however, set in stone.
There exists an extensive literature showing that speciﬁcally training individuals to perform two tasks
at the same time does lead to performance beneﬁts – at least in performing those tasks that are trained
more eﬃciently (Bherer et al., 2005, 2010; Lussier, Gagnon, & Bherer, 2012; Strobach, Frensch, Soutschek,
& Schubert, 2012b – for a recent review, see Enriquez-Geppert, Huster, & Herrmann, 2013).
Dual-tasking
For example, Schumacher et al. (2001) trained subjects on a classic dual-task paradigm. One task
was auditory, wherein subjects heard a low, medium, or high-pitched tone, to which they had to give
a vocal response (classifying these tones as tone “one”, “two”, or “three” respectively). The other task
was visual where one of three combinations of two dashes and an upper case O was presented (i.e.,
either: ‘- -O’, ‘- O -’, or ‘O - -’), which participants had to identify and map to the correct button press
(index, middle, or ring ﬁngers respectively). Both the auditory and visual stimuli were presented at
the same time and the subjects were instructed to complete both tasks simultaneously. Although, as
is consistent with the overall literature, a substantial PRP effect was observed early in the training,
after around 2000 trials of experience (which also included some number of single-task trials), the
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cost associated with dual-tasking had virtually been eliminated. Following up on this work, Hazeltine,
Teague, and Ivry (2002) not only replicated the base ﬁnding that training could eliminate the bottleneck, they further showed that the beneﬁts extended to novel stimulus pairs and thus that the effect
was not simply due to learning highly speciﬁc compound stimulus-response mappings.
Recently, Dux et al. (2009) investigated the neural underpinnings of training-related dual-task performance improvements using fMRI. Their results showed that practice (eight to twelve 1.5 h sessions
distributed over the course of 2 weeks) led to speeding of RTs both in single and dual-task conditions: one task was a two alternative force choice (2AFC) visual face discrimination task with a buttonpress response, the other task was a 2AFC auditory complex tone discrimination task with a vocal
response. Furthermore, performance increases in the dual-task condition could be accounted for by
assuming that the reductions in RTs in the single task conditions occurred at the level of the response selection stage – the processing bottleneck that limits dual-task performance. In other words,
the behavioral data suggested that the dual-task performance improvement resulted not from an increased ability to dual-task per se but from an increased ability to perform the response selection stage
within each task. These authors then tested three distinct models of dual-task performance using the
fMRI data corresponding to the two behavioral tasks described above. The imaging data matched with
the behavioral results. No additional brain areas were recruited in the dual-task condition as compared with the conjunction of the brain activities in the single task condition. Most notably, only the
left inferior frontal gyrus – around a region located at the vicinity of the inferior frontal sulcus and
the inferior precentral sulcus – showed greater activity in the dual-task condition as compared with
the single task condition prior to training as well as a reduction in activity with training that correlated with participants’ reductions in dual-task cost. The authors suggest that the inferior frontal gyrus
is involved in the central bottleneck stage of response selection and that with practice the information processing in this area increases in eﬃciency. Buchweitz, Keller, Meyler, and Just (2012) highlighted
the role of the inferior frontal gyrus in dual-task performance and furthermore highlighted the importance of changes in functional connectivity and shifts in the timing of the BOLD responses in the
dual-task condition. Here the critical comparison was in activity and functional connectivity when
individuals listened to a single speech stream, compared with when they had to listen to two independent and simultaneously presented speech streams and had to comprehend both. The results showed
that successful dual-tasking was associated with an increase in synchronization of the inferior frontal
gyrus with more posterior temporal areas. These results highlight the central position of the inferior
frontal gyrus in dual-tasking and the possibility that it may ease dual-task costs by facilitating the
ﬂow of information from sensory selection to response selection.
Task-switching
Practice has also been consistently shown to improve performance in task switching, although such
practice does not necessarily eliminate the cost entirely. (Cepeda, Kramer, & Gonzalez de Sather, 2001;
Berryhill & Hughes, 2009; Kray & Lindenberger, 2000; Meiran, 1996; Strobach, Liepelt, Schubert, &
Kiesel, 2012c; for a review, see Enriquez-Geppert et al., 2013; Minear & Shah, 2008). For instance, Kray
and Lindenberger (2000), trained groups of young, middle-aged, and elderly subjects on a variety of
task-switch paradigms. In one such paradigm, on each trial subjects saw a four-digit number such as
2352; in Task A, the subject had to indicate whether the ﬁrst two digits made a two-digit number
that was larger than the two-digit number made up from the last two digits (is 23 greater than 52);
in Task B the subject had to indicate whether any of the four digits were the same or not. Over the
course of six sessions of training, switch-costs were reduced dramatically, in some cases by over 200
ms. However, a substantial switch-cost (of at least 100 ms) nonetheless remained after training.
Strobach and colleagues (2012c) showed that practice differentially affects two different types of
costs associated with task-switching paradigms – the traditional “switching-cost” (the increase in RT
on a trial where one performs a different task than on the previous trial as compared with when the
task is a repeat from previous trial) and the “mixing cost” (the overall increase in RT in blocks that
contain multiple tasks – i.e., both switch and non-switch trials – as compared with blocks that contain
only a single task; see Fig. 1). Over eight sessions of training, both types of costs were substantially
reduced – however, only mixing costs were truly eliminated.
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Overall, the existing studies indicate that extensively training on dual-tasking and task-switching
tasks does result in some reduction in the associated costs. A key question, however, remains as to
whether these gains reﬂect a general improvement at multitasking or a rather speciﬁc learning that
applies only to the trained task.
Training and transfer
The extent to which training truly improves the general ability to task-switch and dual-task is still
hotly debated. As we have seen above in some case, transfer of training has been observed to new
stimuli (Hazeltine et al., 2002). Yet often the beneﬁts of training are only observed for those exact tasks
that are trained (for a review, see Enriquez-Geppert et al., 2013).
Minear and Shah (2008) were among the ﬁrst to investigate to what extent training to switch between
tasks would transfer to novel, unrelated tasks using a pre-test vs. post-test design. The pre and post-test
tasks comprised a pair of tasks, where subjects were shown letter-number pairs and asked to classify them
either into consonant/vowel or into odd/even. All participants ran these two tasks both in isolation (single
task condition) as well as in two task-switching variants where task switches either occurred randomly
or deterministically with a predictable pattern of every two trials. Participants were randomly assigned
to one of three training regimens: single task training, random task-switching training and predictable taskswitching training. Crucially, within each training regimen, participants were exposed to the exact same
tasks ensuring equal familiarization with each task across training regimen. Training lasted for about two
1 h sessions. The results show that only training in the random task-switching regime led to signiﬁcant
transfer – and even then the transfer was limited to a reduction in mixing cost, as well as to a reduction
in task-switching cost but only for the random task-switching condition. The authors argued against an
improvement in “multitasking” per se but instead interpreted their results as reﬂecting an improvement
in the recovery from unexpected task switches. They related their ﬁndings to studies showing that with
practice, it becomes easier to recover from unexpected task interruptions (Trafton, Altmann, Brock, & Mintz,
2003), and discussed possible links to improved attentional control. Similar results were obtained by Zinke,
Einert, Pfennig, and Kliegel (2012) who compared the effects of multiple training regimes on taskswitching transfer. In their study one group of adolescents were trained in task-switching after physical
exercise while another group did the same physical exercise without task-switching training. Both groups
were pre- and post-tested on a different set of task-switching tasks as well as on a battery of other tests.
The results show that task-switching training transferred in terms of mixing costs, but not switching costs,
with very limited transfer to unrelated tasks.
Some investigators though have argued in favor of more substantial transfer. Karbach and Kray (2009)
investigated if task-switching training on a set of tasks generalizes to other task-switching tasks (near
transfer) as well as to unrelated executive tasks and measures of ﬂuid intelligence (far transfer). By
including participants from 8 to 76 years of age, they asked whether these transfer effects varied across
the life span. These authors observed evidence for near (both mixing and switching costs) and for far
transfer across all age groups, suggesting that task-switching training might impact cognition at a more
general level and be eﬃcient at all ages. This conclusion has recently been challenged however (for a
discussion including unpublished results, see Pereg, Shahar, & Meiran, 2013). Firstly, recent studies
failed to replicate the far transfer effects (Pereg et al., 2013; Von Bastian & Oberauer, 2013). Secondly,
Pereg et al. (2013) have shown that the near transfer effects might not result from an improved ability
to task-switch but instead seems to be tightly linked to the task statistics. In particular, transfer effects
following training to switch tasks every second trial collapsed when in the test phase subjects alternated tasks every third trial instead of every second as in the training phase. Clearly the ﬁndings of
Karbach and Kray (2009) in terms of transfer remain tentative. Their study is of special interest, however,
as it is among the rare studies that look at training multitasking in children. A few studies document
the developmental time course of task-switching performance and indicate that mixing costs are largest
for children and older adults as compared with young adults, whereas switching costs are stable across
the life span (e.g., Cepeda et al., 2001). The study of Karbach and Kray nicely replicates these ﬁndings
and suggests that to the extent that multitasking is trainable it seems to be so for children and adults.
A qualitatively similar debate can be found in the dual-task literature, where dual-task training has been
shown to transfer to untrained tasks (e.g., Hazeltine et al., 2002; Lussier et al., 2012) but only to a limited
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a typical dual-task experiment and of task-set and dual-task costs. In different sets of trials subjects perform
two tasks either in the single task or in the dual-task condition. In the single task condition, participants perform only one task for
the whole duration of a block (either task A or task B). In the dual-task condition, tasks are randomly interleaved and depending on
the stimulus, participants perform task A only, task B only or both tasks A and B (A&B). “Task-set costs” are observed when comparing performance in a given task across the two conditions (e.g., task A only in the single task condition vs. task A only in the dualtask condition). “Dual-task costs” are measured within the dual-task condition by comparing performance on a given task across
the two types of trials (single task trials vs. dual-task trials; e.g., A vs. A&B in the dual-task condition).

extent (Liepelt, Strobach, Frensch, & Schubert, 2011; Lussier et al., 2012; Strobach et al., 2012b; for a review,
see Enriquez-Geppert et al., 2013). Lussier et al. (2012) for instance, trained participants to discriminate
two sets of visual stimuli (left/rightward pointing arrow and/or red/green square) by pressing one of two
keys with the left and right hand. In some blocks of trials, these two tasks were performed separately (singlepure trials), while in other blocks they were mixed. Within those mixed trial blocks, participants were required
to either perform both tasks at once (dual-mixed trials) or only one of the tasks (single-mixed trails) depending on whether on a given trial both or only one of the stimuli were presented. The performance
decrement when comparing single-mixed trials with single-pure trials is called “task-set cost” and is thought
to reﬂect the ability to prepare and maintain multiple task sets. The performance decrement when comparing dual-mixed with single-mixed trials is termed “dual-task cost” and is thought to reﬂect participant’s
ability to perceive multiple stimuli and coordinate the execution of two motor responses (Fig. 2). Participants in the training group underwent ﬁve 1-h sessions spread over 2–3 weeks and were compared with
a no intervention control group. Training led to substantial improvements in both task-set and dual-task
costs. Importantly, Lussier et al. (2012) investigated the depth of transfer by having three distinct transfer
dual-task tests which differed from the training dual-task experiment either in terms of stimulus modality (auditory instead of visual), response modality (turning a wheel and pressing pedals instead of left and
right hand ﬁnger presses) or in both dimensions. Training reduced dual-task cost (but not the task-set cost)
in the transfer tasks but only when the transfer task shared at least one dimensions (i.e., stimulus or response set) with the training task. Thus, it appears that transfer of dual-task training effects is possible,
but is rather limited.
Overall, the reviewed studies indicate plasticity in multitasking whereby training in the laboratory can signiﬁcantly reduce the various costs associated with multitasking on the exact trained tasks.
Whether these beneﬁts generalize to other new tasks as would be expected if the ability to multitask
per se was improved remains highly contentious. The available evidence, rather, suggests that multitask
training facilitates information extraction and motor selection as long as transfer tasks overlap along
enough trained dimensions, be it in terms of stimulus or response properties or in terms of task structure and timings. It is in this context that we now turn to multitasking as it applies to real life applications.
Forms of media multitasking
The research reviewed above makes clear that extensive training with multitasking within laboratory conditions will help overcome some multitasking bottlenecks for the trained tasks, but lead
to restricted transfer, if any, when considering other multitasking tasks. These results contrast with
the ever-growing use of various forms of modern technology and media, which encourage or even
require, extensive multitasking, and has led many of us to believe we are expert multitaskers.
For those growing up today, an enormous part of each day is spent consuming media. Recent surveys
performed by the Kaiser Family foundation (Rideout, Foehr, & Roberts, 2010; Roberts, Foehr, & Rideout,
2005) suggest that media use occupies nearly 8 h of each and every day – more than any other activity,
except perhaps for sleeping. Furthermore, multiple media streams are often consumed simultaneously.
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Thus, these 8 h of media consumption actually contain nearly 11 total hours of media content. These ﬁgures
are up by around 20% from just 5 years ago. And while media use is often considered little more than a
mindless diversion, there is an emerging scientiﬁc consensus that the regular use of many types of media
has the ability to meaningfully impact users at many different levels, from bodily health to emotional regulation to basic aspects of attention and cognition (e.g., Staiano & Calvert, 2011). Because some of these
impacts are overall positive, while others are overall negative, it seems urgent to establish what constitutes a “balanced media diet” for the developing human mind (Greenﬁeld, 2009).
Much of the research in this domain though suffers from a number of clear issues. In particular,
researchers often measure total “media usage” (i.e., the sum of all the hours spent on all forms of media)
and attempt to link this number to either positive or negative outcomes. However, “media use” does
not consist of a single experience. There are myriad forms of media, none of which are perfectly (or
in many cases even close to) equivalent. Spending 10 h weekly watching documentaries about Alexander the Great is not the same as spending 10 h weekly shopping online. Nevertheless, completely
disparate experiences such as streaming 5 h of reality shows, reading news articles for 5 h, or listening to 5 h of music, are all treated as if they are equivalent in most current studies of media usage
because the same total number of hours of media are consumed in each case. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that there can be substantial differences in experience even within sub-types of
media consumption. Ten hours per week of reading scientiﬁc journals online is likely not the same
as 10 h per week of reading about celebrity gossip.
Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, multiple media streams are increasingly consumed in parallel (e.g.,
web browsing while watching television or listening to music while responding to emails), an activity that
is known as Media Multitasking (Ophir, Nass, & Wagner, 2009). On average around 30% of media usage
time is spent media multitasking. Media multitasking is typically assessed by self-report surveys from which
one derives an index – the media multitasking index or MMI. This index weighs total media consumption by the percentage of time subjects utilize multiple forms of media simultaneously (i.e., a subject who
consumes 80 total hours of media per week, but never uses multiple forms of media simultaneously, would
have a lower MMI score than a subject who consumes 20 total hours of media per week, but always uses
multiple forms of media simultaneously). It indicates on a one-dimensional continuous scale to what extent
a participant consumes multiple streams of media when consuming media (Ophir et al., 2009). Figure 3
(left panel) illustrates the distribution of this score among recently surveyed young adults recruited through
the University of Geneva population. As can be seen on that ﬁgure, there are large inter-individual differences in the extent of media multitasking. These individual differences offer the opportunity to run an
“experiment of nature” wherein researchers explore the potential effects of media multitasking on brain
and behavior as it is slowly becoming a staple of our society.
Moreover, the information extracted from the media consumption self-reports can be much richer
than a single value. Indeed, a hierarchical cluster analysis performed on the self-reported media consumption clearly reveals patterns of consumption that have much more structure than just being sensitive
to total amounts of media multitasking. For instance, there are clear preferences as to which media
activities people tend to multitask between and which ones are almost never associated with each
other. Games and music tend to co-occur quite often, but games and TV watching is seldom cooccurring. This is important information as playing video games might not have the same impact in
terms of training multitasking abilities depending on the activities it is coupled with. In addition, this
approach also reveals that there are qualitatively different categories of media multitaskers rather than
a smooth continuum from low to high media multitaskers as has been studied so far. Thus, not all
media are similarly combined, but rather certain media combinations are much more likely than others
calling for more granular evaluations of media multitasking in future studies than what the MMI affords.
The study of the effects of new technologies on cognition is still in its infancy. To illustrate the importance of considering media at ﬁner levels of description, we will contrast two media usages with apparently
very different effects on dual-tasking and task-switching: media multitasking and action video game playing.
Media use and multitasking
Ophir et al. (2009) asked whether individuals who regularly engage in media multitasking exhibit
different behaviors in a diverse set of laboratory tests of multitasking as compared with individuals
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Fig. 3. Media multitasking among the student population in Geneva, Switzerland (N = 218). As can be seen from the histogram on the left panel, there are considerable differences across
participants’ self reported media multitasking, making this index (MMI) an interesting tool for research. This score, however, does not capture any of the structure inherent in media
multitasking. The panel on the right is the result of a hierarchical cluster analysis performed on the same data that was used to compute the MMI score on the left panel. Each row of
the matrix corresponds to a participant and each column to a media (e.g., listening to music, surﬁng the web; normalized such that the values in each row sum to one). Dark cells indicate high levels of consumption whereas light gray levels indicate rare media consumption. The vertical dendrogram clusters participants that are similar in terms of their multimedia
consumption and suggests there are separate groups of media users.
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who do very little media multitasking. In their study, they ﬁrst assessed the media multitasking habits
of a large group of subjects using the MMI. From that large pool of subjects, the authors then selected those subjects who fell at the two extreme ends of the distribution (heavy media multitaskers:
HMM; light media multitaskers: LMM). Next, both groups of subjects were compared on a battery of
tasks designed to test multitasking ability, attentional selection and general executive function. One
such task was a task switching experiment where the subjects were presented with stimuli comprised of a letter and a digit. In the letter task, the subjects were to classify the letter as vowel/
consonant. In the digit task, the subjects were to classify the digit as even/odd. Which of the two tasks
the subject was to perform on a given trial was determined by a task cue presented shortly before
the stimuli appeared. As by deﬁnition HMM more frequently switch between tasks in their daily life
(e.g., read a book, send text message, listen to a song) than LMM do, it was expected that HMM would
be better at task-switching than LMM. Contrary to this prediction though, HMM actually performed
worse than LMM in the task switching experiment (Ophir et al., 2009; Sanbonmatsu, Strayer,
Medeiros-Ward, & Watson, 2013; but see Alzahabi & Becker, 2013; Minear, Brasher, McCurdy, Lewis,
& Younggren, 2013 for failures to replicate). Not only were HMM subjects overall slower at responding to the stimuli on all trials, they also showed an increased task-switching cost (i.e., their RTs were
slowed down to a greater extent than those of LMM when having to switch). Similar results were found
in the other tests, which also required participants to ﬁlter out task-irrelevant information.
These results came as a surprise. One of the most robust results in the ﬁeld of learning is that repeating an activity (i.e., training) leads to performance beneﬁts on the trained and possibly similar
activities; it certainly should not lead to performance decrements! Ironically, in another recent study,
those subjects that were particularly poor in multitasking as measured in the laboratory tended to
perceive themselves as expert multitaskers and also reported multitasking more frequently (Sanbonmatsu
et al., 2013). Whether high media multitasking is profoundly detrimental to multitasking remains in
need of replication though, as very few studies have been carried out so far, some with discrepant
outcomes (see Alzahabi & Becker, 2013; Minear et al., 2013). Yet, it remains surprising that so much
time engaged in multitasking does not lead to robust multitasking beneﬁts1.
It is interesting to contrast media multitasking with a different type of media exposure – playing
action video games. This genre of game is characterized by a fast pace, a heavy load on divided attention and the nesting of goals and subgoals at many different time scales, among other factors. Action
video games – in contrast to other forms of video games like life-simulation or puzzle games – have
been shown to produce a variety of beneﬁts in vision, attention, spatial cognition and decisionmaking (for a review, see Green & Bavelier, 2012). Furthermore, and quite unlike media multitasking,
action gaming has generally been associated with positive effects2 on both dual-tasking (Chiappe, Conger,
Liao, Caldwell, & Vu, 2013; Dye & Bavelier, 2010; Green & Bavelier, 2006; Strobach, Frensch, & Schubert,
2012a; Wu & Spence, 2013; although see Donohue, James, Eslick, & Mitroff, 2012; Gaspar et al., 2013;
Oei & Patterson, 2013) and task-switching (Andrews & Murphy, 2006; Boot, Kramer, Simons, Fabiani,
& Gratton, 2008; Cain, Landau, & Shimamura, 2012; Colzato, van den Wildenberg, & Hommel, 2013;
Colzato, van Leeuwen, van den Wildenberg, & Hommel, 2010; Green, Sugarman, Medford, Klobusicky,
& Bavelier, 2012; Karle, Watter, & Shedden, 2010; Strobach et al., 2012a; although see Boot et al., 2008).
We consider below separately the cases of dual-tasks and task switching.

Dual-tasking
Green and Bavelier (2006) trained adults for 30 h on either a ﬁrst person shooter game or a puzzle
game. Before and after this training, subjects underwent the Useful Field of View task, which mea-

1
Some authors argued that this apparent decrement in multitasking performance does not reﬂect a decrement in multitasking ability. Instead, media multitasking might lead to a change in cognitive control strategies with heavy media multitaskers
focusing more on breath and light media multitaskers more on depth (e.g., Lin, 2009; Ophir et al., 2009).
2
It is important to note that studies that had people play action video games in the laboratory distributed small training sessions (about 1 h per day, 5 days per week) across multiple weeks because this type of scheduling is thought to be most effective.
Binging on these games may not only prevent the positive effects reported in the literature but also lead to adverse effect.
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sures subjects’ abilities to locate a target, possibly among distractors, in the visual periphery. To this
main task, the authors also added a challenging central shape identiﬁcation task in some blocks (i.e.,
the task thus required some degree of multitasking). While both groups of subjects were hampered
by the addition of the second task before training, the size of this cost was substantially reduced after
training on action video game (but not on control video game). Hence, playing action video games
led to an increased ability to perform two tasks simultaneously and suffer a lesser performance decrement. Although less studied in children, the few studies available suggest similar beneﬁts in 7–17
years old classiﬁed as action video game players than in adult action video game players. For example,
11 year old action video players, like adult video game players, were observed to outperform not only
children but also adults that did not play action video games when tested with the Useful Field of
View task (Dye & Bavelier, 2010).
Using a more classic dual-tasking task Strobach et al. (2012a) have also shown beneﬁts of action
video game training on dual-tasking ability. The dual-task here consisted of a ternary auditory beep
classiﬁcation and a ternary visual stimulus classiﬁcation. Both of these tasks were performed ﬁrst in
isolation, then in combination to determine the speciﬁc costs of dual-task performance. The results
showed that action game training resulted in disproportionate reductions in RT in dual-task situations – particularly at short SOAs – which again is consistent with the idea that action video game
training can improve the ability to multitask.
Finally, Chiappe et al. (2013) assessed the impact of action video games on the performance on
the Multi-Attribute Task Battery (MATB). This test consisted of four tasks that subjects had to perform
at the same time. Task one was a tracking task wherein subjects used a joystick to keep a target centered on the screen. Task two was a fuel management task wherein subjects had to ensure fuel levels
remain as close as possible to some pre-determined level. Task three was a systems monitoring task,
wherein various lights could become illuminated, which told the subject to perform a speciﬁc action.
And lastly, task four was a communications task, which required subjects to make appropriate responses to auditory communications. The MATB simulates typical aircrew tasks and is a validated
measure that correlates with real-world performance (Comstock & Arnegard, 1992). As was the case
in previous research, individuals trained on an action video game showed signiﬁcant improvements
in their multitasking abilities, particularly in the speed at which they were able to respond to sudden
onset communications or systems instructions, while individuals trained on a control non-action video
game showed less or no beneﬁts. This study therefore suggests that the multitasking beneﬁts of action
video game experience may “scale up” to real-life, complex, multitasking situations. Transfer from action
video game play to real life dual tasking is not always found. For example, Gaspar et al. (2013) immersed participants in a virtual reality environment and tested their ability to safely cross the street
while dual tasking or not. In the dual task condition, participants performed the street crossing under
a concurrent working memory load. Participants classiﬁed as action video game players did not differ
from their non-playing peers on their ability to cross the street safely in either condition suggesting
little transfer in this case. Unfortunately, the authors also failed to replicate the effects that are typically observed when comparing these two groups on a battery of computerized tests making the lack
of transfer diﬃcult to interpret. To this day, very few studies have tested real-world transfer of action
game play to dual tasking; this should be a rich area of investigation for future research.
Task-switching
Numerous studies have also reported enhanced task switching abilities both for individuals
who regularly play action video games compared with non-action video game players (i.e.,
cross-sectional studies – Andrews & Murphy, 2006; Boot et al., 2008; Cain et al., 2012; Colzato et al.,
2010; Green et al., 2012; Karle et al., 2010; Strobach et al., 2012a; but see Gaspar et al., 2013) as well
as a result of speciﬁc training (i.e., experimental studies – Colzato et al., 2013; Green et al., 2012; Strobach
et al., 2012a; but see Boot et al., 2008). Andrews and Murphy (2006) had subjects switch between a
digit and a letter classiﬁcation task and observed a reduced task-switching cost for avid action gamer
players as compared with non-action game players for short inter-trial intervals (150 ms) but not for
longer ones. Boot et al. (2008) asked subjects to classify digits either as even/odd or as greater/
smaller than 5. Subjects recruited as experienced action gamers showed a reduced task switching cost.
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And Green et al. (2012) compared avid action gamers and non-action gamers under four different taskswitching experiments and observed reduced switch-costs for the action gamers irrespective of the
motor effector used in these experiments (manual key presses versus vocal responses), of the nature
of the task (perceptual vs. conceptual) and of the level at which the switch applies (switching tasks
goals or switching stimulus response mappings). These authors also showed a causal relationship between
action gaming and enhancements in task-switching by training non-gamers on action video games
or control video games for 50 h and measuring their task-switching costs both before and after that
training phase. The results showed again, signiﬁcantly swifter task-switching following action video
game training as compared with training on a non-action video game (with the same beneﬁcial effect
of action game training having also been found by Strobach et al., 2012a, 2012b, 2012c). Lastly, an
exciting new study by Colzato et al. (2013) replicated and extended these results, showing that the
beneﬁts of action game training on task-switching behavior are partially mediated by genetic factors.
Speciﬁcally, differences in a gene coding for an enzyme that promotes degradation of dopamine in
the synaptic cleft predicted individual differences in the extent to which action game experience promoted beneﬁts in task-switching.
But how exactly do these dual task and task-switching beneﬁts come about? In two experiments,
Karle et al. (2010) investigated whether the task-switching beneﬁts associated with self-reported extensive action video game experience result from an enhancement in selective attention or from improved
resistance to proactive interference. The ﬁrst experiment was designed to minimize trial-to-trial interference. Subjects were presented with stimuli from two non-overlapping sets (ABC and 123) in
response to which they pressed a speciﬁc key from a non-overlapping response set (three distinct ﬁngers
from the left and right hand). The “task” (digit vs. letter) could be either be validly cued or not; and
this cue appeared at varying intervals prior to the stimulus – thus allowing for different levels of task
preparation. Action gamers responded overall faster than non-action gamers. Moreover, they showed
an additional task-switching cost reduction (i.e., a reduction in this cost that could not be accounted
for by their overall increased response speed), but only when task-cues were presented long before
the to-be-classiﬁed stimuli and in particular when the cues were informative – implying that avid
action gamers are more eﬃcient in preparing task-set shifting. Their second task-switching experiment was more challenging and involved both overlapping stimulus and response sets (stimuli
{2,3,4,6,7,9} to be classiﬁed according to odd/even, <5/>5 or prime/multiple). In this setting avid action
gamers did not show any additional reduction in task switching cost compared with non-action gamers.
According to Karle et al. (2010), it may therefore be the case that action gamers do not have improved task-switching abilities by which they can more swiftly reconﬁgure task-sets, but rather may
excel on task switching tasks through better attentional control.
Although the bulk of the literature on gaming thus far has focused not only on action games, but
speciﬁcally on what are known as “ﬁrst-person shooter” action games, recent research has shown that
similar effects are seen in other game types as well. Wu and Spence (2013) report equal enhancements in dual-task performance for groups trained on either a violent action shooter game or a nonviolent action driving video game as compared with a control group that trained on a non-action video
game. Furthermore, both Glass, Maddox, and Love (2013) and Basak, Boot, Voss, and Kramer (2008)
have shown that real-time strategy games (which also require substantial amounts of fast decisions)
can also improve cognitive ﬂexibility. Basak et al. (2008) for instance, trained older adults on such a
game (Rise of Nations 2004) for almost 24 h, dispersed over the course of about 2 months. These participants were pre- and post-tested on a battery of cognitive tests – which included a task-switching
paradigm – and compared with a no-training no-contact control group. Their results show that participants in the training group improved in the game itself but also outperformed the control group
in tasks that measure reasoning, working-memory, visual-short term memory and, most important
to our purposes, in task-switching. Similar learning effects have also been observed with younger adults
(Glass et al., 2013). And ﬁnally, Anguera et al. (2013) had older adults play a custom-made video game
containing both action and multitasking aspects for 12 total hours. The video game had two main components – driving a car in a virtual environment and responding as fast as possible to the onset of
target stimuli. Subjects were assigned to one of three groups: (i) a multitasking group that trained
on both tasks simultaneously, (ii) a single task group that trained on each task in isolation and (iii) a
no contact group which did not have any form of training. Before and after this training, subjects took
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a battery of tests to assess to what extent such dual-task learning transfers to untrained tasks. The
results showed that multitasking performance, as assessed in the multitasking version of the game,
increased considerably for the group trained on that very same task, and that this beneﬁt transferred
to sustained attention and better working memory in the face of distraction and disruptions. However,
only a trend for transfer was seen when considering novel dual-task experiments, reinforcing the view
that transfer from multitasking training may be mediated through increased attentional ﬂexibility,
rather than a fundamental change toward more parallel processing.
Finally, less is known about the plasticity of task switching in children. While some studies document the developmental time course of task switching, few studies have addressed whether its
associated costs may be alleviated through training and if so whether this plasticity may vary as
development proceeds (for a review see, Karbach & Kray, 2009). While the impact of action video
game play on children’s performance on standard task-switching paradigms has not been documented yet, the Attentional Blink paradigm may be of interest. Participants in an Attentional Blink
task are asked to select two pre-speciﬁed targets in a serial stream presented extremely rapidly.
Processing of the second target is hindered by successful processing of the ﬁrst target, an outcome
proposed by some to reﬂect a similar processing bottleneck as the one that limits multitasking performance (e.g., Marti, Sigman, & Dehaene, 2012; Tombu et al., 2011). Interestingly, by age 7 action
video game players performed as well as adult non action gamers, indicating a potent transfer
from action video game play to blink performance at an extremely young age (Dye & Bavelier, 2010).
Whether this result generalizes to the various costs associated with multitasking remains to be ﬁrmly
established.
Conclusions
That playing certain types of video games improves both task-switching and dual-tasking could
be considered – at a certain level of description – as surprising as the ﬁnding that media multitasking diminishes these abilities. After all action video game players are engaged in just one activity, which
is playing that very game. Comparing action video game play with media multitasking thus leaves us
with a paradox. Why does not media multitasking, which necessarily requires performing multiple
tasks simultaneously as well as frequent task switching, lead to systematic improvements in multitasking? And why, on the other hand, do action video games improve multitasking (among other things)
when in appearance they do not require the same degree of multitasking? Finally, how should we conceive of the rather far transfer noted after action game play given the limited evidence for transfer of
multitasking in controlled laboratory training studies? While we do not yet have ﬁrm answers to these
questions, it may be fruitful to consider models of human task performance, and the processes at play
during multitasking.
The inability to simultaneously perform multiple tasks is typically attributed to hardware limitations of the brain, be it in terms of the limited number of task-sets that may be simultaneously
represented in the prefrontal cortex (Koechlin & Hyaﬁl, 2007) or processing bottlenecks (Welford 1952,
1980; for a review, see Pashler, 1997) or the idea that key aspects of processing, such as decision making
or motor selection, have to be performed serially. In the task-switching literature, for example, it is
assumed that subjects may prepare for upcoming task-switches by internally adjusting processing
modules, like branching rails for the ﬂuid transfer of trains in a railway system. Such adjustments are
intrinsically serial and may be quite costly when they have to be made on the ﬂy (i.e., at the time one
is actually faced with stimuli – task-set reconﬁguration theory – Rogers & Monsell, 1995). Similarly,
some of the costs in task-switching have been attributed to task-set inertia (Allport et al., 1994) or
the idea that switching between tasks requires the suppression of the task that is currently not to be
performed. This suppression becomes detrimental if that task becomes relevant and the suppression
is not lifted eﬃciently – again a drawback due to the serial nature of processing. In the dual-tasking
literature, the same hardware limitations have been recognized.
Both in the task-switching and the dual-tasking literature, training may affect performance and
ease the costs. One path for improvement consists in facilitating processes that are task-speciﬁc such
as stimulus-response associations, or speciﬁc aspects of the task structures (e.g., switch every two
trials). Once automatized, task components can be executed simultaneously under the control of
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executive functions that handle resources based on task priorities (see for example the adaptive executive control model – Meyer & Kieras, 1997, 1999; Meyer et al., 1995). In such models, reduced
costs are expected on trained tasks, with little to no transfer to other multitasking activities. A different path for improvement consists of improving the eﬃciency of resource allocation and/or by
building more accurate models of the tasks at hand on the ﬂy (typically hierarchical representations
of goals and subgoals). Action video games, but also other types of video games (e.g., Real Time
Strategy games), might prove exceptionally eﬃcient tools to enhance multitasking ability due to the
fact that they require players to constantly re-evaluate their current task set in the context of a fast
changing environment, thus putting a premium on cognitive ﬂexibility and indeed the ability to swiftly
re-evaluate goals and sub-goals as contingencies change. There are already some encouraging results
linking general skills such as resource allocation and/or the ability to infer more accurate models of
the world to multitasking. Dreisbach, Goschke, and Haider (2007) for instance have shown that the
exact same action may or may not be subject to task-switching costs depending on whether subjects
represent these actions as forming distinct tasks or instead as individual stimulus-response mappings (see also Weaver & Arrington, 2013), implying that improving participants’ ability to accurately
represent task contingencies might lead them to perform better in multitasking conditions.
More research is obviously needed, but the body of evidence reviewed here makes it clear that
the use of different types of media can have dramatically different types of impact on multitasking.
The outcome of such media use may be rather counter-intuitive with for example media multitasking being of little beneﬁt to multitasking, even though the high media multitaskers themselves may
be convinced otherwise. While controlled laboratory studies have struggled to establish transfer across
multitasking paradigms, rich worlds such as those found in action video games appear much more
potent in easing the various costs associated with multitasking. Whether such transfer can be entirely accounted for by enhanced attentional control abilities, or rather better inference of task contingencies
that in turn facilitate learning and automatization remains largely unaddressed. As greater and greater
number of younger and younger children engage with new media, understanding the impact of different media use on the developmental trajectory of multitasking as well as its underlying mechanisms
seems therefore all the more pressing.
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